





































































































































Ada Lovelace Alan Turing






































































































































Quick admin stuff
fundamentalalgorithms com

excellent TA's Himanshi XiaoWei

syllabus on website fixed dates
regular hw two midterms
tips for success collab policy
late policy resubmit HW policy m

please ask staff for clarifications
so we can revise syllabus






































































































































Part 2

You already know TCS

You can count to 102 3

210 1024

7 1111111
580 11111111
a
k digits 10k

Exponent

of combinations

combinatorial explosion
SO 25 37 31 34 33,32

divide the remaining possibilities

1092400
in half






































































































































g

exponentials
2h 2 2 2 m 2

n times

logarithms
login logarithm base 2 of n

s t 2 092
h

n

also logen aka In

logion
logan for some fixed L





























































































log2 atoms log 1082

82 log240
in
3.32

I 272 398 rn






































































































































logzclogzC atoms

logz 272.4 I 8

28 256

TCS in a nutshell

log vs polynomial vs exponential
x T

efficient combinatorial
search explosion






































































































































Part II sorting






































































































































Input n numbers

5,2 8 9 2 6,7 4 11,7 9

Goal sorted list

1 2,4 S 7,7 9,9 11

site
2 h






































































































































Human sort

5 8 9 6 7 11,7 9

0 what comes first

T what comes 2nd

I 2,4

builds sorted list
from beginning to end

each time we scan the list of
n inputs

in iterations
7

xNitemsscannedperiteration
I h time






































































































































Insertion sort array A El n

allocate BEI n

for i L he

scarf A 2 n and let ALI be
be the smallest unmarked number
set BEIT _A and mark ALjT
return B

m2
e






































































































































Big O
d

I means there exists constants

N C St for all n N

the algorithm runs in at most

Mcn2 steps

WTF step
varies by computer language

these variations only effect the

constant

0cm hides the constant so we

can develop a unified

THEORY OF ALGORITHMS






































































































































Human sort aka insertion sort

Ocn2 time

Better

n each is compared to

every other element

can we sort all s without

comparing every pair
do we really need all comparisons






































































































































Slightly different perspective

suppose given array A Edan

that is supposedly sorted

verification

how long does it take to verify
A is sorted 0cm

ai.az ase ayIaseaeEm






































































































































sorted Aetna

for it n I

if AET ATiti

return False
return True






































































































































Human sort aka insertion sort

0cm time A
gap

confstruct
solution

we can verify a sorted array
in Ocn time

do we really need all comparisons











































































































































































































































































Merge B k7 54M

allocate ATL n late

Itt E I

while isk and jee
if BLITECEI
AEitj D BED i it I

else

AEitj D CED jejtl
while iek

AEitj D BET ieitt leftovers
while jee
AEitj D CED jejtl

Ockted
time





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Part II Boolean satisfiability
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The Big Question
Is there a polynomial time algorithm
for Boolean satisfiability

We don't know C

What about a restricted class of

Boolean formulas

and
















































































































































































































































































































































































































v v v v
l I I N Al d

X Xz XI TI XI X3

SAT problem given boolean formula in CNF
decide if there is a satisfying Solin

Q polynomial time algorithm for SAT

We don't know this either

But we do know something





Proof is homework
b c we believe in you



Even more special case 35

like SAT except every or clause

has exactly three variables 3 CNE

Sta n xn x.VE s

ACI
vxyVXs7ACXzVXoVX97

rn

Is 3 SAT easier

Thin Any CNF can be converted to

3 CNF of 2 same size in poly time

similar proof ideas as before



Recap's
log polys exp

sorting easy well understood

SAT seems hard


